Basic APA Models for Bibliographic Citation

Note: These models are examples of common APA citation formats for bibliographies; often other rules apply. See the Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association (R808.06615 A512) for a fuller treatment and for formatting notes and endnotes.

Encyclopedia

Well-known encyclopedias such as the World Book or Encyclopaedia Britannica are **not** included in a bibliography.

Citations from encyclopedias with signed articles include the author, date, the name of the article, the encyclopedia, volume and page number, place of publication and publisher in the following format:


Book

The citation should include author; date of publication, title; place of publication and publisher in the following format:


**To cite a chapter or essay in an edited book, include additional information as follows:**


Magazine Article

The citation should include the author, date, title of article, title of periodical, and page number(s) in the following format:


Journal Article

The citation should include the author, date, title of article, title of periodical, volume and/or issue number, and page number(s) in the following format:

**Article from an Internet Database**

To cite articles from electronic databases available through the Internet, give the author's name, the date, the full title of the work, [Electronic version], the title of the source document, the volume/number of the document, and the page numbers in the following format:


**The Bible**

When citing chapters and verses in text, the common citation for the chapter and verse, followed by the standard abbreviation for the Bible version (e.g., Ezek. 1: 5-10 KJV), within the text is sufficient; no entry is required in the bibliography. If a version of the Bible is integral to the paper content, it should be included in the bibliography in the following format:


**Encyclical**

The citation should include the name of the pope, the date, the title of the encyclical, the title translated into English (if applicable), the editor and title of the source publication, publication place, publisher and page numbers (if applicable) in the following format:


**Audio Recording**

The citation should include the name of the speaker, the date, the title, and the place of the recording (or publication of the recording) in the following format:


**Unpublished material**

Cite photocopied or faxed material for which the origin is unknown in the same manner as books and articles with a designation at the end of the citation to indicate the type of material.